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NEXT CHAPTER MEETING will be at Jim Bierbauer’s on June.17.
SAM LOST two of its’ nicest and better known members last month. Don Blackburn passed
away after a bout with cancer, then Key Crawford, SAM’s Rocky Mountain Vice President
went suddenly from an apparent heart attack. Don was one of the main master mechanics for
restoring and tuning our antique engines. His Daughter Mo Wassell has offered to search out and
return any engines that had been left for repair with Don. Just send a complete description to her
at glassger@aol.com, or Po Box 643, Perkins, OK 74059. Key Crawford was in apparently good
health, but apparently went while doing some moderately strenuous labor. They’ll both be
missed.
COMPUTER RADIOS: Many fliers are into computer radios for the first time due to the
introduction of spread spectrum 2.4GHz technology. The moderately priced Futaba 6 EX radio
seems to be the most popular. I hate computers, but since circumstances force us to use them, I
love to complain while trying to tolerate them. A while back I drew up a simplified instruction
for changing only those few features of the Futaba 6EX we might normally need to re-program at
the field. This is a single sheet replacing Futaba’s 40 page manual. If anyone needs a copy,
someone has put it on the SAM website, or I can Email you one or I’d respond to a SASE.
Recently I wrote a similar one pager (see inside) to add a little enhancement to our
peculiar SAM flying method, wherein the elevator trim is different between the power run and
the glide mode. You’ll find the prescribed mix makes the power run easier to control. The
instructions would of course be different for other transmitters, but the principle is the same, you
just slave the elevator trim to the throttle lever so that at throttle shutoff the elevators raise up to
glide position.
CHEAP CYA ACCELERATOR: Someone passed this along and it makes sense. Dissolve a
teaspoon of baking soda in ½ cup of water. You can then put it in a spray bottle, or just paint it
on neatly where needed. Another thing I found is that you don’t need the special higher priced
accelerator for the special higher priced foam safe CYA. After testing, I found that you do indeed
need the foam safe CYA for your little foamy airplane or it will melt and the wings will fall off.
But regular accelerator doesn’t seem to hurt foam, and the soda mixture will probably work fine
also. Incidentally, foam safe CYA needs accelerator every time, unless you’re willing to wait
overnight for it to kick.

MIXING ELEVATOR WITH THROTTLE FOR FUTABA’S POPULAR NEW 6EX 2.4 GHz
SPREAD SPECTRUM TRANSMITTER.
By Bob Angel
Most ships need more down elevator during the powered climb than for glide. So let’s take
advantage of that computerized transmitter to program the throttle channel to lower the elevators
part way at full throttle (switch on) and neutralize them again at low throttle (engine cutoff).
1. Switch on and press Mode & Select together to get into programming mode.
2. Press the mode key until PMX I appears on screen
3. Press the Data Input lever upward until the flashing “INH” (inhibit) display changes to a
flashing “ON” display.
4. Press the SELECT key twice to get the “MAS” (master mixing screen).
5. Select channel 3 (Throttle) as the master using the Data Input lever.
6. Press the SELECT key once to get the “SLV” (slave) mixing screen.
7. Select channel 2 (elevator) as the slave using the Data Input lever.
8. Press the SELECT key three times to display the flashing % sign.
9. Turn on the ship’s receiver so you can watch the results.
10. Using the Data Input lever, set the % of travel you’d like the slave (elevator) channel to
move between throttle up and throttle down. I’d suggest positive (+) 15% as a
conservative starting place. Check that the elevator lowers at throttle up and rises again at
throttle down. If the elevator raises at throttle up you need to change to minus (-) 15%,
using the Input Lever.
11. Exit the programming mode by pressing Mode & Select together.
12. Because the master channel (throttle) moves the slave (elevator) proportionally in each
direction, you’ll now need to re-trim the elevators downward approximately half the
travel distance between their throttle up and throttle down position.
13. Fly the ship, complete re-trimming for glide using the elevator trim and notice whether
you need a higher or lower % change.
14. It may take a couple or more flights to get the ideal balance between power trim, glide
trim, and % change.
15. To change the % mix, repeat the above steps until the % sign again appears. It will appear
with fewer steps than the first time. Re-set the % using the Input lever.
16. Exit the programming mode by pressing Mode & Select together.
OTHER MIXES are possible using the instructions above. All you do is substitute the master
and slave channels you’d like to mix using the same basic procedure. For example, I had a 4
channel “Back and forth type” ship that exhibited adverse yaw. That means when right aileron
was applied, it tilted the wing slightly right but the ship yawed to the left, and could only be
turned right by also applying right rudder. That can be an exciting little surprise the first time it
happens. So to make things easier, you can program the ailerons (channel 1) as the master and
the rudder (channel 4) as the slave, starting with a conservative 10% movement of the slave.
Again, observe the actual control surfaces to be sure they’re each moving in the right direction
before test flying, and settling on the optimum mix.
And a final reminder for when you pick up a different transmitter to fly another ship on 72MHz:
Don’t forget to pick up the frequency pin and extend the antenna!

Bob,
I read and agreed with your article on Mean Time Between Failure and how the number goes
down in contests or especially in a fly-off. Now here is my contribution:
How about Mean Time Between Simultaneous Identical Failures?
Remember last weekend when the engine was erratic on my Flamingo? We discovered that one
of the servo mount beams was broken and by moving the rudder servo the entire mount flexed
just enough so the motor servo could not depress the ignition switch.
Now, remember the prior weekend at Taft when the McCoy in my Bomber suddenly quit
running during the fly-off? Would you believe that the mounting screws on my motor servo had
come loose and the servo could not depress the ignition switch?
If a guy isn't paranoid he just doesn't understand what he's up against.
Dick (Fischer)
Speed 400 Motor Mount

by Charlie Reich

I’m converting 1/2A Texaco models to Speed 400 electric motors. I searched for a Speed 400
firewall motor mount that would fit where my Cox engine previously resided. While searching
through my junk box I came across a mount that serves, with a little modification.
I used a Dave Brown stock # 1519-1519 carbon filled motor mount that weighs .48 oz. or 13.6
grams. Current retail price is $4.00. It took about 15 minutes to modify. The photo tells the story.
This was my first try and my modifications were a little rough. Next one will be prettier.
1. I used a flat belt sander and sanded off the inside of the rails to a bevel to fit the Speed 400, as
shown in the photo.
2. I sanded a flat surface on the underside of the mount rails to offer a square surface for the tie
strap to wrap around square to the motor casing.
3. I used my Dremel tool and ground off a notch on the outside rails to retain the 3/16” X 6” tie
strap. Note: Grind your side rail notches far enough forward on the mount to allow the tie strap
to clear the slotted vent holes on your Speed 400.
4. I used my Dremel tool to file a notch at the top of the backplane for the wire connect tab.
5. Attach/retain Speed 400 motor to mount with the tie strap.

THIS OHLSSON 60 TANK for alcohol fuel was scratch built. Alcohol fuel melts the original
clear plastic tanks, and you also need more capacity than for gasoline. I used a plastic 35 MM
film Canister, two 1-1/4” fender washers for the tank top and bottom, a tire valve stem and cap
for the fill tube, plus some brass tubing and small hardware found around most home model
shops.
The hard part for most people would be lathe turning a small notch around the bottom edge of
the fender washer if you don’t have access to a lathe. That small indention is turned in the
washer’s edge just to maintain the shape of the flexible film cans’ upper edge and keep it
centered.
Three items are soldered to the tank top as shown above:
1) A smaller washer to reduce the size of the fender washers’ center hole.
2) The brass threaded end of the tire valve stem, which becomes the filler neck.
3) A piece of brass tubing snuggled up against the intake tube, which keeps the tank from
rotating and coming loose.
A length of 2-56 all-thread was used to tie the whole thing together top to bottom, with a shorter
length of aluminum tubing slipped over the threads inside to act as a standoff to prevent the tank
collapsing when the two lock nuts are tightened. A length of 4-40 all-thread could be used inside
instead if that’s easier to find.

OHLSSON ENGINES have a designed in weak spot for mounting their hang tanks. Only the
small brass spray bar holds the tank onto the intake tube and the whole assembly frequently
vibrates loose. So I borrowed the above brace strap idea from Tandy Walker, who I think
burrowed it from someone else. The combination of the bottom brace and the brass tube soldered
to the tank top keeps the assembly more secure.
The bottom fender washer is used just to support the film canister whose bottom is still intact
except for the small #2 center hole. It doesn’t show in the picture but the hole in the brace strap
for the 2-56 all-thread is not just a round hole, but actually a small fore and aft slot to allow fine
alignment of the canister squarely against the tank top. I used no seal at that top joint, but there is
a small rubber washer made from a piece of bike tire at each end of the threaded 2-56 rod. At the
bottom, the rubber washer is between the fender washer and the plastic tank bottom. That washer
was sized to fit over the 2-56 rod, but inside the fender washer’s fairly large center hole.
The spraybar had to be lengthened with fuel tubing to reach the bottom, so I added an internal
fuel filter. The plastic tire stem cap has a small hole drilled in the top to let in replacement air.
I was a little concerned about the height of the tank and the leaning out as it empties. But first
tests didn’t show a problem. That might be partly related to the fact that as altitude increases; the
ideal fuel mixture needs to be leaner anyway.

FOR SOME REASON the previous couple of pages came across the internet looking a
little fuzzy. But those of you who are getting it by Email can enlarge it to 100% or more
and it’s more readable. Sorry ‘bout that.
ANOTHER PIONEER IS GONE. Just as we were about to wrap up, the news came
across that Ben Shereshaw has passed away at age 96. Ben was well known as the
producer of the Bantam engines and designed several winning models such as the
Cumulus, Nimbus, Commodore, Eaglet, Cloud Cruiser and Mercury. I had the privilege
of meeting Ben at an Eastern SAM Champs the year he was being inducted into the SAM
Hall of Fame. He was a fine fellow, and I was able to pass along a greeting from an old
friend of his whom I happened to be working with at Norton AFB at the time.
Ben and his company, Miniature Motors went on to do a lot of work for the
military before and during WWII, including designing a twin cylinder Bantam engine for
a small helicopter for the Navy.

Tandy Walker sent this three-view of the Shereshaw Cumulus. It makes a really sharp
looking and very competitive design. It was and is very popular, especially among some
of the Texans.
A QUICK SCIENCE QUIZ: Mars has two moons, Deimos and Phobos; both orbit in
the same direction. Standing near the equator on the Martian surface one night, you watch
them both. But strangely enough, Deimos appears to be slowly moving from east to west
relative to you, while Phobos is slowly moving from west to east. How can this be? The
answer is on the back page.

2009 I/2 TEXACO POSTAL: Contest Director and results coordinator Bob Grice has
set the dates for any single day of a club’s choosing from Sept 19 to Oct 18. Any Chapter
member who is too remote from the main flying field can participate at their own location
as long as it’s done on the same day. Bob asks that results from another contest occurring
on the same day not be used.
MARS MOONS ANSWER: The closer a satellite (natural or artificial) is to the planet it
orbits, the faster it travels around that planet. Both Martian moons travel around Mars
from west to east. Deimos is far enough from Mars (like the Earth's moon is from Earth)
that it travels around the planet slower than Mars rotates on its axis. So to an observer on
Mars, Deimos would appear to be "left behind in the sky" and appear to move from east
to west. But Phobos is much closer and actually orbits around Mars faster than Mars
rotates.

